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Specifying the aims of Wizanda as a charity fully.
Each will be addressed in a full description, in ways that the charity may be used after.
1). To unite the religions through global understanding of the points acquired by Wizanda as a
charity.
2). To help in global re-climatization through free projects available to us all and giving people the
information to distribute; as to fix the world for free.
3). To seek out other charities that wish to work on a unified, global scale, as to fix problems we
have.
4). To organize and help fund events in major cities centres, where as to take spirituality back into
the street, under a non religious banner, yet all as one.
5). To assist in networking of the communities ideas, to develop and produce systems, that will help
people in life; with the funds of said idea always, going into the charity.
6). To assist in the production of music and art globally to produce a non commercial free source, for
artist wishing to distribute their work without cost.
7). To develop a non hierarchical structure within the charity, and to develop a secure system of
democratic communism, in which people vote for what they think is the best idea; in all possibilities of
the charities funding, being spent in the community, for the community.
8). To help and organize the new churches, as to be community centres globally. In which the love of
God is shown above all and there are to be people there to help 24/7 and 365 days a year.
9). To insure a system of security within the charities own infrastructure; as to disallow
embezzlement and all fraudulent activities by any members, in the continuous future of the charity,
by defining all points before they are needed.
10). To allow ordinary people without being ordained, to be classed as a worker of God, by the
establishments, when investing time in the charity.
11). To organize and hand help in events in which people in care due to mental illness are given the
opportunities and security, to be a part of said ideas, as to help develop a bridge to life, by
encouraging them through love, to be part of the community again.
12). Through the charities resources, to make a permanent place with all religious books and then to
develop between the world a new book, which caters for our children, and our children s children,
as a guide to life for all.
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